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Key Features

Master the Angular way to structure, build, deploy, and test your code●

Understand Angular 2's new component-based architecture●

Build a game and workout runner apps on the Angular platform●

Book Description

Angular 2 will help you build faster, more efficient, and more flexible cross-
platform applications. Angular 2 is known for taking the pain out of JavaScript
development, and enabling more organized, readable, and testable code.

This book builds three apps with varying degrees of complexity. It starts with a
simple 'Guess the Number'' game, which serves as a platform to launch you into
the world of Angular. Next, you will learn to construct a popular '7-Minute
Workout'' app, covering the building blocks of Angular. The final app, 'Personal
Trainer'' morphs the existing '7-Minute Workout'' into a full-fledged personal
workout builder and runner, covering advanced directive building, which is the
most fundamental and powerful feature of Angular.

In addition to this, you will learn about testability and the framework constructs
Angular provides to effectively test your app. The book concludes by providing
you with practical advice and useful tips that will come in handy as you build
more and more apps with Angular.

What you will learn

Design, develop, deploy, and test the apps you build●

Work your way through every aspect of app development using Angular2●

Understand the inner workings of Angular's view templating and data-binding●

capabilities
Work on HTML forms and learn the Angular way to bind, validate, and format●

data
Create component, structural, and attribute directives to extend standard HTML●

behavior
Integrate with the server backend and find out about data retrieval and●
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persistence using Angular
Gain practical insight into the challenges of building apps using Angular as●

well as their solutions

About the Author

Chandermani Arora is a software craftsman, with a passion for technology and
expertise on the web stack.

With more than a decade of experience under his belt, he has architected,
designed, and developed solutions of all shapes and sizes on the Microsoft
platform.

He has been building apps on Angular 1 from its early days. Such is his love for
the framework that every engagement that he is a part of has an Angular
footprint.

Being an early adopter of the Angular 2 framework, he tries to support the
platform in every possible way – be it writing blog posts on various Angular
topics or helping his fellow developers on StackOverflow, where he is often seen
answering questions on the Angular2 channel.

An ex-MSFT, he now works for Technovert where he leads a bunch of awesome
developers who build cloud-scale web applications using Angular and other new
age frameworks.

He is also the author for the first edition of this book, AngularJS by Example.

Kevin Hennessy is a Senior Software Engineer with Applied Information
Sciences. He has 18 years of experience as a developer, team lead, and solutions
architect, working on web-based projects, primarily using the Microsoft
technology stack. Over the last several years, he has presented and written about
single-page applications and JavaScript frameworks, including Knockout,
Meteor, and Angular 2. Most recently, he spoke about Angular 2 at the All
Things Open Conference. His corporate blog is
http://blog.appliedis.com/?s=Kevin+Hennessy.
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Book Description

Angular 2 will help you build faster, more efficient, and more flexible cross-platform applications. Angular 2
is known for taking the pain out of JavaScript development, and enabling more organized, readable, and
testable code.

This book builds three apps with varying degrees of complexity. It starts with a simple 'Guess the Number''
game, which serves as a platform to launch you into the world of Angular. Next, you will learn to construct a
popular '7-Minute Workout'' app, covering the building blocks of Angular. The final app, 'Personal Trainer''
morphs the existing '7-Minute Workout'' into a full-fledged personal workout builder and runner, covering
advanced directive building, which is the most fundamental and powerful feature of Angular.

In addition to this, you will learn about testability and the framework constructs Angular provides to
effectively test your app. The book concludes by providing you with practical advice and useful tips that will
come in handy as you build more and more apps with Angular.

What you will learn

Design, develop, deploy, and test the apps you build●

Work your way through every aspect of app development using Angular2●

Understand the inner workings of Angular's view templating and data-binding capabilities●

Work on HTML forms and learn the Angular way to bind, validate, and format data●

Create component, structural, and attribute directives to extend standard HTML behavior●

Integrate with the server backend and find out about data retrieval and persistence using Angular●

Gain practical insight into the challenges of building apps using Angular as well as their solutions●

About the Author

Chandermani Arora is a software craftsman, with a passion for technology and expertise on the web stack.

With more than a decade of experience under his belt, he has architected, designed, and developed solutions
of all shapes and sizes on the Microsoft platform.

He has been building apps on Angular 1 from its early days. Such is his love for the framework that every
engagement that he is a part of has an Angular footprint.

Being an early adopter of the Angular 2 framework, he tries to support the platform in every possible way –



be it writing blog posts on various Angular topics or helping his fellow developers on StackOverflow, where
he is often seen answering questions on the Angular2 channel.

An ex-MSFT, he now works for Technovert where he leads a bunch of awesome developers who build
cloud-scale web applications using Angular and other new age frameworks.

He is also the author for the first edition of this book, AngularJS by Example.

Kevin Hennessy is a Senior Software Engineer with Applied Information Sciences. He has 18 years of
experience as a developer, team lead, and solutions architect, working on web-based projects, primarily
using the Microsoft technology stack. Over the last several years, he has presented and written about single-
page applications and JavaScript frameworks, including Knockout, Meteor, and Angular 2. Most recently, he
spoke about Angular 2 at the All Things Open Conference. His corporate blog is
http://blog.appliedis.com/?s=Kevin+Hennessy.
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Editorial Review

About the Author

Chandermani Arora

Chandermani Arora is a software craftsman, with a passion for technology and expertise on the web stack.
With more than a decade of experience under his belt, he has architected, designed, and developed solutions
of all shapes and sizes on the Microsoft platform. He has been building apps on Angular 1 from its early
days. Such is his love for the framework that every engagement that he is a part of has an Angular footprint.
Being an early adopter of the Angular 2 framework, he tries to support the platform in every possible way –
be it writing blog posts on various Angular topics or helping his fellow developers on StackOverflow, where
he is often seen answering questions on the Angular2 channel. An ex-MSFT, he now works for Technovert
where he leads a bunch of awesome developers who build cloud-scale web applications using Angular and
other new age frameworks. He is also the author for the first edition of this book, AngularJS by Example.

Kevin Hennessy

Kevin Hennessy is a Senior Software Engineer with Applied Information Sciences. He has 18 years of
experience as a developer, team lead, and solutions architect, working on web-based projects, primarily
using the Microsoft technology stack. Over the last several years, he has presented and written about single-
page applications and JavaScript frameworks, including Knockout, Meteor, and Angular 2. Most recently, he
spoke about Angular 2 at the All Things Open Conference.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Michael Alvarado:

The book Angular 2 By Example make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your
capable more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting strain or having big problem with
the subject. If you can make looking at a book Angular 2 By Example to be your habit, you can get a lot
more advantages, like add your own capable, increase your knowledge about many or all subjects. You may
know everything if you like open and read a publication Angular 2 By Example. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science book or encyclopedia or other individuals. So , how do you think about this guide?

Martin Solomon:

Spent a free time for you to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their spare time with their family, or
their own friends. Usually they doing activity like watching television, going to beach, or picnic from the
park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to fill
your current free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book might be option to fill your no cost time/ holiday. The



first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you want to try look for book,
may be the book untitled Angular 2 By Example can be great book to read. May be it might be best activity
to you.

Maria Mariani:

The book untitled Angular 2 By Example contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains your
girlfriend idea with easy means. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do definitely not
worry, you can easy to read it. The book was written by famous author. The author provides you in the new
era of literary works. You can actually read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or product,
so you can read the book in anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their
official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice examine.

Kimberly Silvestre:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from this. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is prepared or printed or outlined from each source which filled update of news. In this
particular modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media social
such as newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You can add
your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just trying to
find the Angular 2 By Example when you desired it?
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